analysis of the manifest text cannot be usefully performed on a word to word, proposition to proposition basis. This is a limitation which the ACTT study shares with Halloran et al's 'Demonstrations and Communications' -which took the word as the unit of analysis for press coverage of the demonstration, and simply tried to enumerate the number of times 'favourable' or 'unfavourable' adjectives were used to describe the demonstrators. Rather than this type, of 'piecemeal' analysis, which can only uncover specific ideological or biased propositions, what is needed is the identification', of generative set of ideological categories and concepts which can supply the 'code' which relates these propositions' to one another.
Ideology is not a collection of discrete falsehoods, but a matrix of thought firmly grounded in the forms of our social life and organised within a set of interdependent categories. The primary task of analysis is therefore to clarify the structure of this ideology, this set of interdependent categories and concepts through v/hich events are presented in the media, to elucidate this 'code' which remains implicit and latent in the manifest content of the material broadcast.
The Analysis; fragments of an ideology.
What I am going to present here is a set of interrelated and interdependent categories which, I would claim, constitute the basic elements in the media signification of industrial conflict. These categories have been put together by identifying the recurrent patterns and orientations found in the totality of the coverage. What I will go on to deal with after this is the way in which, h a v i n g .identified these basic elements, one can then go on to analyse them in use -looking at individual programmes as 'structured wholes' and seeing how these elements are then fitted together.
The structure of the fragments:
1•
The main actors and the stage:
a.
-k - The image of society:
The absence of structural conflicts of interest is assumed, along with the presence of a 'National Interest' which is shared by all members of the community. Such minor conflicts ,as do occur between conflicting interest groups are all overidden by the 'National Interest'. Thus, inflation is a national problem -the concern of the whole communityso, ue as a nation need to be concerned about "our" exports, balance of payments, the state of the £, etc.
In times of crisis the concept of the "National Interest" will be articulated explicitly -eg. Mr. Heath's speech at the end of the miners' strike, February 1972: "In the kind of country we live in there 2 cannot be any 'we' nor 'they'. There is only 'us': all of'us."
There will also often be a redefinition of the boundaries of the community at such times: thus Hr. Heath spoke on Mar. 1 (BBC 5.^5) of the government's obligations "in the interests of the whole community" to stand by its counter-inflation policies. What we see in the media coverage of the events of Mar. 8, when bombs exploded in central London is a process of redefinition of the boundaries of that community: the striking hospital porters, who had previously been portrayed as a threat to the community, were now praised fulsomely for their response to the authorities' appeals to them to return to work to help with the casualties; thus Nationwide: "In the hospitals everybody is buckled The authorities sore presented as being 1 concerned for public w e l f a r e ' during strikes: Mr. Percy Gillet of 3 2 ' s Pastern Region must have come close to being designated "the commuters' friend" for his repeatedly concerned accounts of the commuters' sufferings during the rail dispute and his battle weary efforts to help the commuters through their troubles.
11 Nationwide (Feb.27) we were told that 'police controllers were making emergency arrangements for extra parking for commuters forced to use cars because of ASLSF's action, "while in the gas dispute" to help out, the gas board are providing a telephone answering service for worried consumers."
The state is further defined as conducting the national fight against inflation/keeping industrial peace/preventing disruptionand these are defined as non-controversial, technocratic tasks.
The electors' choice between Labour and Conservative parties is defined as a choice to be made on the basis of a decision as to which party is best at this non-controversial task.
Once a dispute is in progress the state's role is defined as how to restore normal working as quickly as possible: unions are thus constantly urged by representatives of the state to coll off their industrial action and enter negotiations with the appropriate authorities -eg. Sir Keith Joseph's repeated appeals to the hospital workers to "put their case to the pay board and go back to work".
Id.
The_ image o f the price/wage system:
The image of the price system is reified, in the sense that price rises.are seen to 'happen' in a passive way, while wage claims are seen to be actively made: thus we get references to the 'laws' of supply and demand which are said to regulate price movements.
Moreover'manufacturers' actions in raising prices in response to an increase in their costs is 'explained' via a built-in assumption of the need to 'maintain profit levels': the agricultural minister explained the government's decision to allow meat manufacturers to raise their prices on the grounds that ' ' 'these firms had been running at very reduced profits, and might have had to withdraw some of their goods*'.
Where the need to maintain profit levels is argued rather than assumed it is argued in terms of the need to encourage profits which will in crease investment, which will increase growth, which.is in the national interest. H o w e v e r , at no stage in the coverage was the relationship between profits and investment explored: rather the highly dubious assumption prevailed that an increase in profits would automatically lead to an increase in investment in the in the face of the union's decision. This was nicely put in the BBC 2 news summary of the week for Mar. 4: "Hospital boards, like the railway board, find the dispute hard to deal with -they can't
•do a thing, because they haven't got the money nor permission to give it."
However, there are of course, attempts at redefinition of responsi bility by spokesmen for the opposition and the unions'-thus Alan
Fisher of NUPH on Nationwide (Mar. 13) said that he agreed that the hospital strike was a drastic form of action but went on., to say tha t it was "a form of action that has been forced on the unions by the government."
2. "Explanations" of conflict:
Once it has been assumed (see 1a) that our society is basically equitable and that we all share in an overiding National Interest the Fine Tubes factory was described as ::a n angry demonstration over a three year old strike."
The idea that conflict occurs because of people's attitudes rather than because of structural contradictions was implicit in an impor tant speech by Glen Philips of Nalgo reported from the TUC conference There is a persistent focus-on the dedication and responsibility of some workers -eg. nurses, who will stay at their jobs because of their humanitarian concern for their patients -this is persis-" tently presented as a counterpoint to the irresponsible action of the strikers. Thus we have the reports of volunteers manning emergency services to take food to old people unable to cook because of the gas dispute, and of hospitals which are able to stay open "due to. the extra efforts which the remaining members of staff -are prepared to make." From this point of view the hospital strike was clearly irresponsible -in the words of a Oidwife; "it's not humanity to have a .strike in a hospital."
Also involved here is the idea of the proper, British, response to * a crisis: cooperation with the authorities is accredited as the proper, common sense response: thus the police appealod to commu ters during the rail strike -"if the public will help us we shall be able to help them." (Nationwide Feb. 27 ). Of special concern were the gas consumers who were thought irresponsibly to have not turned off their gas appliances when asked to do so by the gas board, and whose irresponsible and selfish action thus created a danger of explosions "not only to the person v;ho hasn't turned off but to neighbours." (BBC 5 * *^5 Mar. h).
As a counterpoint to the long suffering patience of British commuters during the rail strike we were shown the non-British way of dealing with a crisis: the Tokyo commuter riots, vliore in response to a rail go-slow commuters ran amok beating up railmen, etc.
5b. i -ioral obligations and exhortations:
The moral wrongness of strikes and the moral obligations of strikers are spelt out most clearly at times of crisis as Thompson points out in "Sir, Writing by Candlelight":
"at times of grave adversity and crisis... Oughts are discovered within the reciprocal flow of goods and services on which our society dependsthese 'oughts' are the moral obligations of the striking workers.
This theme was particularly applied to the hospital workers, in so far as they were seen as endangering human life; their strike was described as "a pretty drastic form of action ..... in an area of life and death" (Nationwide Mar. 5) and Sir Keith Joseph pronounced to the workers that their duty is to get back to their patients."
For many of the groups on strike in this period militancy was quite a new thing, and this breakdown of dedication among traditionally non-militant groups made their strikes particularly problematic for the media. This theme .took a new twist when the nurses, who had been held up as a-great example of responsibility and dedication throughout the ancillary workers' strike, announced that they were going on strike themselves unless they were awarded a bOf/c pay increase^ although finally they withdrew their threat, and settled for a pay award, within the government guidelines.
ba.
The Definition of Politics and the Limits of__the Acceptable Protest: he said that this was a time for "Politics at the ballot box and not on the streets"; he stressed the point that these were "clear and reasonable proposals that reasonable m en can work" and that the proposals "depended for their success on moderate opinion asserting itself."
kb,
Subordinate ideology and the Opposition:
The assumption of basic social equality (see la) means that any claim for a wage increase has to be 'justified' -a case has to be made out of hardship, etc. Nationwide (Feb.27) dealt with the subject of those workers who were on strike for the first time ever; "to see why they feel forced to go on strike at this particular time": hospital worker: "I don't like strikes....but we feel that a stand just lias to be made somewhere...we're just not satisfied with our wages...we just can't live on them."
Several vox pop interviews where support was expressed for the strikers 'justified' their action exactly in terms of the hardship they were suffering because of their low wages. Here the whole question of how much support there is for a group of workers' claim for a pay increase from other workers and from the public is a crucial variable in the media language "of 'good cases'.
Thus NUR's criticisms of ASLEF are said to 'weaken their case' while the support for the hospital ancillary workers' claim for some medical staff is said to strengthen theirs.
This language of 'good cases' and 'special cases' represents a negotiated version of the dominant ideology -union representa tives articulating this kind of approach will make a point of affirming their adherence to the central political values of our culture, but will then go on to make a particular case' for their claim within that framework. The claim is that their case is 'justified' for some particular reason -of hardship, etc.
Thus Duckton throughout the rail dispute was at pains to point out his adherence to the values of negotiation and compromise, and to stress that ASLEF "tire not in conflict with H M Government.: t Then there are the permanent 'special cases': the old, the poor, the weak for whom all parties express concern -indeed the parties compete to appear as the m ost concerned for the welfare of these A further related aspect of the coverage is the way in which the political motives of 'protestors' are denigrated -with the implication often being made that they are simply after trouble for its own sake'. Thus teachers on strike in London were said to have 'stayed away'; the situation in the rail dispute was said to depend on whether "individual drivers turn up for work or not"; and Nat i o n w i d e 's report on the NUS-campaign'for increased grants (21. Feb.) was introduced by this comment: "You c a n 't ignore them, they make the headlines too often for that....and today they were at it again...demonstrating.. .the main NUS activity is Campaigning.."
The media, the public and the Myth of the two Giants:
The media interpret their role in the balanqe requirement as speaking for the N a t i o n a l .Interest as against the sectional interests of employers and w o r kers. The media project the role of spokesman for the public, supposedly sandwiched between the 2 mighty and embattled giants (unions and employers, and propose that while the giants stand shoving at each other we, the poor public, suffer.
(For these points I am particularly indebted to John Downing's paper 'Class and Kace in the British News media').
The implicit image of society here is of a plurality of competing interest groups, rather than a class structure where one class is dominant. The media m a n ' s ''vivid present' (Schutz) is often an orientation of criticism of the status quo, but there is an assumption that one 'interest' is very much like another, and that the only people to be sorry for are the people (like the old) who are not in strong interest groups.
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The basis of this approach lies in the media presenter usually taking the point of view of the consumer -who fails to get his goods and services because of the dispute: as consumers of gas v/e are all affected by a gas strike. But this elevation of the consumption sphere is very misleading -precisely because it neglects the sphere of production and our different relations to the means of production -which generate the structural conflicts, which cause the disputes -by which we are all incon Implicit here is a consensualist standpoint of judgement from which the industrial situation is said to 'improve' or 'deteriorate'-an assumption that 'improvement' for one is necessarily improvement for a l l , rather than an idea that what might be a 'solution' to the 'problem' of industrial relations for one class in our society might itself be a ''problem" for.
another class.
As the 'keeping of industrial peace' is assumed to be a noncontroversial goal, the announcement of strike plans, the com mencement of a dispute the intensifying of industrial action all m e a n that the situation has 'token a turn for the worse'. The announcement of plans for negotiation, the calling off of an industrial action, the settling of a dispute all mean, corres pondingly, that the situation 'improved'. Thus in Nationwide's round up (Mar. 13) on the situation in the hospital strike, we were told that "In Leeds, things are gradually getting worse, in an atmosphere of increased militancy" while "In Barnsley, good news, the workers have called off their strike."
3c.

Disruption: strikes cause 'cha o s ' :
Strikes are signified as 'problematic' events -disrupting normal working., causing 'chaos'; they arc primarily signified in terras of their immediate effects -causing loss of production, incon venience or danger to the public, damage to the economy andpthe 'National Interest'.
Thus, during the period of my analysis, in terms of their primary significations:
The gas strike meant the danger of explosions
The hospital strike meant danger to patients , .
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In a similar way on Nationwide Mar. 8, after a report, which was the only one I found giving any indication cf the historical origins of the rail dispute, the presenter immediately 'summed, up' in a way that implicitly denied the relevance of such considerations:
Presenter: ''Be that as it rnay, commuters still have to face the problems ox getting to work tomorrow...."
The range of. considerations deemed relevant in the signification of a dispute is thus at times brought into question, and the limits of that range have to be actively maintained in the studio situation. Ideological language does not distract attention away from real social relations, nor does it explain then a w a y , nor even does it directly deny them; it structurally excludes them from thoughtbecause of the very immediacy and 'visibility' of the 'natural, self-understood m e a n i n g s ' encountered in -social life, the 'spontaneous, natural' modes of speech and thought under capi talism.. We must reject the view that ideology has its basis in some sort of defective perception of clearly perceptible facts.
The basis of ideology is precisely in its apparent justification by the perceived forms of empirical social reality.
Keeping these points in mind, one can get a firmer grip on the problem of the domination of the w o r k e r s ' movement by bourgeois ideology! this ideology dominates because, within serious limits, it -works, both cognitively and in practice. It provides intel ligibility and is embodied in effective working class organisations. 
■ 9
Going back to Mepham's points that "it is the relation between ideology and reality that is the key to its dominance" and that 
